
The Apocryphal Anthony Family of London

We can  trace  the  Anthony  family  farthest  back  among  our  ancestors.  But  how far  back  is
debatable. Hence the ‘apocryphal’ nature of the family’s origins in London.

Charles L. Anthony is an oft-cited family historian, with his 400-page history of the Anthony
family  published in  1904.  In that  book he  laid  out  the descendants  of  the  original  Anthony
emigrant, John Anthony, who sailed from England to Rhode Island in 1634.

Looking  farther  back,  our  historian  Charles  posits  that  “Our  direct  line  starts  with  William
Anthony, 1495, Cologne, Germany, who went to London, England...”1

Charles admits in his book that “the line of connection between this ancient family and John
Anthony,  the  emigrant,  has  not  been  established  and  fortified  by  complete  and  satisfactory
evidence, but numerous circumstances point in this direction.”2

So it is that we present what we know of the purported family line in London, but we also
caution that the evidence linking them to our direct line of ancestors has not been documented
and appears more speculative than substantive.

William Anthony

William Anthony,  born  in  Cologne,  Germany,  in  the  later  15th  century,3 moved  to  London,
England, by at least the 1520s, evidenced by his son Derick being born around that time at St.
Katherine’s by the Tower.4 Some biographies of the family claim William was a goldsmith but
I’ve found no corroborating evidence of this.5

Derick Anthony

William’s  son  Derick  Anthony  became  the
“chief graver of the mynt and seales to King
Edward  VI,  Queen  Mary,  and  Queen
Elizabeth.”6 As  the  Royal  Mint’s  Chief
Engraver  from  1552  to  15967 he  was
responsible  for  overseeing  the  preparation  of
coin dies8 as well as the great seals of England,
Ireland,  and  Wales,  and  the  royalty’s  signet
seals.9 In some sources he is named as “capital
sculptor of the monies of the Tower,”10 and in
others  as  “Goldsmith  Jeweller  to  Queene
Eliz.”11

At  the  time  the  Royal  Mint  produced  the
realm’s  coinage  within the  Tower of  London
along what came to be known as Mint Street
between the inner and outer walls.

According to the Historic Royal Palaces (HRP)
web site, “working at the Mint was largely a
family affair. Boys in a Mint family would be

apprenticed at a young age and work with generations of their families.”12 This was true for the
Anthony family: Derick’s son Charles took over as Chief Engraver after his father’s death. And
after Charles came Thomas Anthony, Derick’s grandson.13
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The HRP site continues, “By the Tudor period in the sixteenth century, Mint officials were given
lodgings on Mint Street, so they could be near their work and [to] keep an eye on security. Many
Mint workers lived their lives at the Tower, worshiping every Sunday at the chapel of St Peter ad
Vincula on Tower Green.”14 It is quite feasible Derick raised his family on the Tower grounds.

Derick  obtained  a  family  coat  of  arms  in
1559  (depiction  on  the  left),  a
consequence  of  which  was  subsequent
generations  had  to  document  their
lineage in order to continue using the
family  arms.  It’s  through  this
documentation — called the Visitation
[i.e,  the  visitation  and  inspection  of
validating  Herald  officials]  — that  we
have a lineage of the early Anthony family
in London, shown in the extract on the
previous  page.  According  to  the

Visitation,  Derick married twice: first  Elizabeth Erley and then
Margaret Ridge, having five children in all. The eldest of Derick’s
children was Francis, who is noted as “sonne and heyre” (son and heir). We know that the second
son, Charles, followed in Derick’s footsteps.

Francis, however, had other plans.

Francis Anthony (1550-1623)

A contemporary of William Shakespeare and Queen Elizabeth ● A son
of the Chief Engraver of the Royal Mint at the Tower of London ● A
graduate of Cambridge University ● A physician ● An investor in the
colonial Virginia Company ● A man of charity and modesty

Yet Francis was also a man with little regard for authority, who was
disinherited by his father, and called a quack by his peers.

Francis  Anthony,  born  in  London,  England  in  the  mid-sixteenth
century,  was  a  multi-faceted  man  deserving  mention  not  only  as
possibly one of the earliest  known ancestors in our family tree, but
also  because  his  story  has  interesting  parallels  with  one  of  his
purported descendants, the 18th century Paul Anthony in America.

Francis Anthony was christened in April 1550 at St. Mary Woolnoth Church15 in central London.
As a young lad he was “carefully instructed in the first rudiments of learning while at home,”16

which undoubtedly meant learning about precious (for coins) and non-precious (for dies) metals
from his father. At Cambridge University he “applied himself for many years to the theory and
practice of chemistry.”17

Perhaps because his father was a goldsmith, Francis seems to have developed a single-minded
fascination with gold. He believed it was perfectly balanced among nature’s four elements of hot,
cold,  moist,  and dry,  and “so compounded to  the  perfection  of  this  body,  that  it  constantly
persisteth in the fire without diminution. From this proportionall mixture of Elements resulteth a
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termperament of supreme mediocritie.”18 And thus it was uniquely suited to rectifying “all and
every such distemper.”19

He became convinced of gold’s power as a universal medicine, “such is the virtue thereof, that
Nature itself being strengthened and comforted above the malice of the offending humors and the
disease, will expel the burden of those humors by the most convenient passages which that case
may require, whether it by by siege, vomit, urine, sweat, or other exitures.”20 In short, all the
distempers could be vomited, shat, urinated or sweat out of the body by means of his gold elixir.

Francis began administering, without benefit of a medical license, a formula of Aurum Potabile,
or drinkable gold, to patients. In response, the College of Physicians of London in 1600 began a
series of censorial hearings, running over sixteen years, which he largely ignored, though in the
first one he confessed that he’d been practicing without a license for six months, and he’d “cured
20 with purging and vomiting physic, gave others a diaphoretic (sweat inducer) prepared from
gold and mercury.”21

He was forbidden to practice, fined, and even imprisoned, but nothing succeeded in stopping
him. A 1601 entry from the hearings shows:22  

Francis Anthony appeared again on a charge of practising. Indeed he confessed that he had given a pill to an
epileptic: the same pill he had given to Paul Samond who was dead within three days. Because he had practised
against the Statutes and against his promise, he was fined £5. As he refused to pay this fine he was committed to
prison with a fine of £20.

Other entries were similarly colorful, including:

1602: Had lately treated Ward and Roger Cotton's servant, leaving one
dead and the other dangerously ill.

1604: Dr Taylior accused Anthony of treating Sir Edward Semor & his
wife within the last 6-7 weeks, and also of making a woman's teeth fall
out. Poe said that Anthony had caused the death of Captain Lee.

1606: Thomas Pattenson told the President  & Censors that Anthony
had  given  Mr  Martin,  priest,  'a  chemical  medicament'  causing
vomiting, diarrhoea and death.

1607: Pattenson, Susan Martin & William Gylley accused Anthony of
causing  the  death  of  Martin  of  Gutter  Lane.  Martin  had  blamed
Anthony for  his  death,  and Anthony had declared that  the  cathartic
medicament he'd used would either kill or cure—a final attempt.

Perhaps to deflect further charges, Francis earned an M.D.
from  Cambridge  in  1608.23 Nevertheless  “the  controversy
over  aurum potabile was continued by the faculty, but this
only further advertised the remedy and increased Anthony's
practice.”24 In fact he “derived a considerable fortune”25 from
his concoction and its ministrations. This despite the fact that
at  trial  in  1609 “an  ounce  of  gold  was  given to  Anthony,
which, by his method, he failed to dissolve.”26 His detractors
concluded that “it is evident that as there described, the ultimate product could not contain any
gold.” Furthermore, “the efficacy of the remedy, if any, as a cordial, was possibly due to certain
ethers which would be formed in the process of distillation, and also to the good canary wine in
which it was ultimately dissolved.”27

Title page of Francis Anthony's book
explaining and defending the universal

medicine called aurum potabile



A biographer of the man believes one of the reasons Anthony was able to overcome widespread
criticism was because of his “unblemished character in private life.” He was reportedly a man of
unaffected piety, untainted probity, easy address, great modesty, and boundless charity.28 

In response to his numerous critics, Anthony published a defense of his  aurum potabile citing
ancient classical support for gold-based medicine, and in which he documented its successes on
patients. Nothing, of course, was mentioned about its failures.

A later Visitation mentions that Francis was disinherited by his father.29 If true, Francis’s financial
success as an “empiric,” or quack, easily made up for any loss of inheritance.

Francis  Anthony  married  at  least  twice,  but  documentation  is  sparse  and
conflicting on the subject of wives and children. Two of his sons, John
and Charles, became medical doctors. There were at least four other
children: another son (also Francis, who died the same year as his
father) and three daughters.

Francis Anthony lived steps away from St. Bartholomew’s Church
in London. He practiced widely, but maintained his house in St.
Bartholomew’s Close on the east side of the church on what was
called Close Gate Row, and is now Kinghorn Street. The church
still stands, an impressive example of Norman architecture. When
Francis Anthony died in 1623 at age 73 he was buried beneath the
floor of the north aisle and a plaque to him was mounted on an
adjacent wall by his son John. It can still be found in the church.

For a man who had a reputation of ‘boundless charity,’ Francis only
left a few shillings for the poor in his will. The paltry sum might
have been enough to buy a round for the parishioners at the Hand
and Shearsa pub near  his  house.30 But  everything of  value — his

properties,  houses,
possessions, and shares in the Virginia Company
—  went  to  his  family.  He  divided  his  books
equally between his sons the doctors but gave his
wearing apparel to the elder of the two, John. He
also divided his medicines between them.31

Contemporaries  and  biographers  called  Francis
an  emperic,  a  polite
synonym  for  quack.
Ultimately one has to wonder if
Francis was serious in his faith in
the  healing  power  of  his  golden
elixir  or  if  he  was  a  charlatan,

selling gullible folks a cure-all which under examination didn’t contain the gold after which it
was named. We can’t know, which deliciously adds to the layers of mystery, or even mysticism,
of his story.

a The pub, established in 1532, was at the end of the block on Francis’s street. It was where the London mayor 
kicked off the Cloth Fair by cutting the first piece of cloth: the origin of the modern-day ritual of ribbon cutting.
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The memorial plaque in St. Bartholomew’s reads:

Sacred to the memory of that worthy & lerned
Francis Anthony, Doctor in Physick

There needs no verse to Beautify thy praise
Or keepe in memory thy name thy spotles name.
Religion, vertue, & thy skil, did raise
A threefold pillar to thy lasting fame
Though poisnous envye ever sought to blame,
Or hyde the fruits of thy intention
Yet shall they all commend that high desygne
Of purest gold to make a medicine
That feele thy helpe by that thy rare invention.

He dyed the 26th of May 1623 of his age 74

His loving sonne John Anthony doctor in physic
Left this remembrance of his sorrow. He dyed
28 of April 1655 being aged 70 yeares and was
Buried near this place and left behind him 1 sone
and 3 daughters.

John Anthony (ca. 1585-1655)

John, Francis’s eldest son and the one who erected the plaque in St. Bartholomew’s, continued
the medical practice of his father,b selling  aurum potabile  and, according to his biographers,
living handsomely off of it. He, like his father, obtained degrees from Cambridge and lived in St.
Bartholomew Close. In 1628 John was among the more generous of the 37 subscribers funding
the rebuilding of the St. Bartholomew church tower.32

Literate like his father, he wrote The Comfort of the Soul: Laid Down by Way of Meditation
Upon Some Heads of Christian Religion, Very Profitable for Every True Christian. The book
prescribed meditation (as opposed to his  father’s  medication) as a “divine physic  to  prevent
diseases not yet entered upon the soul, and to cure those maladies which have already seized
upon the spirit.”33 Chapter headings lead to the impression it is religious rather than medical in
nature. As one genealogist put it, “in addition to caring for bodies he cared for souls.”34

Upon his death in 1655 he was “buried with his father in the church of St. Bartholomew the
Great.”35 

The Nature of Our Apocrypha

Charles Anthony, the aforementioned family historian, believes that Dr. John Anthony, above,
had a son named John who was born in 1607, was an innkeeper, and lived in Hampstead near
London before leaving for Rhode Island in 1634 on the Hercules.

b Per the Royal College of Physicians’ Lives of the Fellows John “succeeded to the more reputable part of his 
fathers practice.”



Dr. John Anthony did in fact have a son named John,36 but no additional information is available
to clearly identify him as the John Anthony who sailed to New England.

One of Charles’s sources was probably James Savage’s A Genealogical Dictionary of the First
Settlers of New England,  published in 1860,37 which addresses John Anthony of Portsmouth,
Rhode Island thusly:

“for his coming we have perfect kn[owledge] that he took o[ath] of alleg[iance]
and suprem[ency] 24 Mar. 1634, with intent to emb[ark] in the Mary and John,
but was delay[ed] for passage in the Hercules a few days after. He had liv[ed] in
the beautif[ul] village of Hempstead, near London, and d[ied] 28 July 1675, aged
68.”

However, it’s not clear where Charles got the idea that this John Anthony was the son of Dr. John
Anthony  living  in  St.  Bartholomew  Close.  He  says  “numerous  circumstances  point  in  this
direction” without spelling out the details and rationale.

The connection to Dr. John Anthony is possible of course, but it isn’t definitive. And in the
opinion of at least one genealogist it isn’t even likely.38

So we are left in doubt on the lineage of our Anthony family prior to its arrival in North America.
However we include the apocryphal London Anthony family history here for background, in case
a future genealogist can make an iron-clad, or perhaps we should say gold-plated, connection to
them as additional information becomes available.

We also include it because Francis Anthony’s story resonates with that of one of his purported
descendants, Paul Anthony. Paul Anthony (1761-1841) of Massachusetts Bay and later LeRay,
New York, was also a religiously inclined alchemist: in this case, one given to divine revelations
and a belief that his farm land included a mineral substance that leeching could turn into beer and
make his family immensely rich.39 Unlike his supposed London ancestors, however, he never
achieved wealth and fame.c Whether Francis and Paul Anthony are related is debatable, but there
nevertheless appears to be a certain ‘kindred’ spirit between the two.

c Unless one considers that the community where he lived in LeRay, New York, became known as Bedlam 
(probably because Paul and many of his children exhibited insanity) and a road in the area continues with that
name to this day. That could be considered a form of lasting fame, perhaps.
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